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Trade, Growth, ?-n'1 the Hcckscher Ohlin Theorem 

Ja~es A. Hanson 

Brown University 

Although recent work has cast theoretical doubts upon the 

applicability of the factor price equalization theorem to a dynamic 

1 economy, the other pillar of the Heckscher-Ohlin, comparative cost 

analysis--that a country will export the good using its relatively 
2 abundant factor--has not been subject to similar scrutiny. Certainly 

one reason for this neglect is the major theoretical oualif ication that 

demand conditions may nullify the theorem. 3 As Ohlin himself stated, 

"Differences in relative commodity prices depend upon 
the state of supply of indt.~strial cge:,_ts and upon demand con-
ditions." (p. 15) 11::::i a lc<'Se ser.se we may say, as we have 
SP.id above, that d!fferences in equipment of factors of- pro-
duction are the cause of trade. But we must be careful to 
remember the qualif ica.ticn which lies in the possible influence 
of differences in demand conditions." (p. 17) 

In other words, abu~dant must be interpret~d not in the physical sense, but 

in the economic sense, which cakeo the thec:::!.::i. taut;olo~ical. 

The purpose of this paper is to :.i.nvestigate the validity of the 

Heckscher Ohlin th:::orem within a dynamic model. The dynamics are provided 

through growth in the labor fo·rce and capital acc1Jmulation ou.t of each 

country's income, with the rate cf invest:Ment out of ir1c'.:;rne assUITled to be 
:~~ i constant. The Marxian saving variant and the rational saving model with 

a constant rate of time preference l-rlll also be considered briefly. As 
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previously shown, 4 either of these two assumptions will usually force the 

~vo economies to attain different lon?, run interest rates, prevent factor 

price equalization, and lead one or both countries to specialize completely. 

By contrast the Keynesian saving behavior assumed in the main portion of this 

paper permits, though it does not guarantee, factor price eaualization in 

the long run. More importantly for the purposes of this paper, the Keynesian 

saving assumption permits a long run equilibrium uith incomplete specialization 

in both countries. Thus with Keynesian saving behavior it is possible to 

investigate the long run patterns of incomplete as well as complete specialization. 

The paper demonstrates that unless the demand-saving as well as the 

production functions are exactly the same in the two countries, there is some 

possibility that the capital abundant country will export labor intensive 

goods intitially, due to the different intensities of demand. However the 

dynamics of growth lead to a unique long run equilibrium in the two countries, 

with the capital intens:i,.ve country always exporting the capital intensive 

good (unless there are. factor intensity reversals). This is due to the fact 

that differences in the rate of demand for investment goods out of income 

will always be dominated by the corresponding accumulation of capital, and a 

country with a high saving rate will eventually accumulate enough capital to 

export the capital intensive good. Therefore the Heckscher Ohlin theorem 

holds in the long run~ As Ohlin (1933) argued, initial levels of producible 

factors are irrelevant. Rather, as this pa:ier shous, it is the relative rates 

of accumulation which eventually determine physical abundance and in the long 

run this coincides with economic abundance. 
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I. The Model 

A. Supply 

As is usual in the Heckscher Ohlin models of trade5 it is assumed that 

identical constant returns to scale production functions prevail in the two 

countries and that the production functions satisfy the usual assumptions 

regarding concavity and differentiability. Further it is assumed that 

production in one of the industries is always capital intensive to prevent 
6 factor intensity reversals. Assuming full employment, per capita supply 

for country j can be written as 

1. 

2. 

where 

yj = c 

yj = I 

yj = 
1 

= 

= 

= 

= 

mj + f [kc] (kI k;f)/ (k.I kc) c c 

mj 
I +fr [k1](kj kc)/(kI kc) 

ner capita supply of good i in country j 

f. [k. [H] per laborer production function of industry i, 
l. J_ 

> o, f. 
l. 

wage rentals ratio 

k [P] 
c 

per.~apita imports of p.ood i by country j, exports are ne~ative 

imports 

capital per_ laborer in industry i, with superscript omitted 

in the region of inco~plete specialization 

j = A, B superscript omitted for A, i - I (investment goods), 

c (consumption goods) and the brackets indicate a function. 
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B. Factor Allocation 

Again .following traditional Heckscher Ohlin lines the economies are 

assumed to be competitive, with factors earning their marginal products. Thus: 

where 

' ' 3. r > pf - c w > p(f - k f ) - c cc 

4. 

with equality if k c > 0 

' r-: :._ f 1 - k1f 1 

with equality if k1 > O, 

r = rate of interest or rental on capital 

w = the wage rate 

p = pc/p1 = the relative price of consumption goods 

By Euler's rule we obtain: 

' 5. k1 + W = f/fi if good i is produced. 

From Equations 3 and 4 we obtain: 

' ' 6. p = f 1/fc when there is incomplete specialization. Otherwise 

relative prices are determined solely by the market clearing conditions 

and have no relation to the ratio of marp,inal products. 

C. Saving-Investment Demand and ~1arket Equilibrium 

A Keynesian model of saving is assumed with all markets cleared. 

Therefore: 

' 7 • sy = sfr(k + rn 
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' where s = r<":~e of saving, y = per capita income = f (k +ti) by Euler's rule. 

Some alternative assumptions regarding saving-investment demand are briefly 

explored in Section V. 

II. Reciprocal Demand 

In addition to demand balancing supply in individual countries world 

demand must equal world supply. This can be ensured by usinp; a relation 

expressing the equality of reciprocal demands with no canital flows: 

8. 

where 

L v =----
1 + LB 

and noting that by the ass·Jinption of reciprocal demand or barter with no 

capital flows: 

9. 

The price ratio, p, determined by the eauality of the two countries' reciprocal 

demands in turn det el:':nines whether each country will be incompletely specialized, 

or completely specialized in investment or consumption goods production. For 

example, if the r~lative pri~e of cor.sumption f-Oods is high and for the over-

all factor proportions of the country are relatively unsuited to investment 

goods production, then the investment goods indu3try i:1ill not be able to cover 

the opportunity cost of the factors of production i.e. what they could earn 

in the cons".lnption ~ocds industry As a result production of investment goods 
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will disappear. On the other side, at the same overall factor proportions, 

there is a low relative price of consumption goods at which that industry 

cannot cover opportunity costs. 6a He define these two prices as p and p max min. 

Thus: 

P > p complete specialization in consumption ~oods - ·max 

pmin > p complete specialization in capital goods 

P > p > p . incomplete snecializa tion max nnn · -

Now it is easy to show that the price ratio determined by the equality of 

the two countries' reciprocal demand is unioue in the short run. Define 

the reciprocal demand for per caoita imports of manufactures by country A as 

f ' 9 = 0(k, p] = sf1 (k + W) kc) = -(1 - s)f1(k + W) 

(to pay for its imports country A exports nmc = -mI by the reciprocal demand 

Equation 9). Differentiating 0 partially with respect to p in .the three 

regions of specialization we obtain: 

10. ae 
(}p = 0 in the region of complete snecialization in capital goods. 

In the region of complete specialization in consumption ~oods we use the 

reciprocal demand expression for 0 to ott2in 

' 11. e = +s pf (k + H) - c 

and 
p 30 1 0 -= > 
0 (}p 

. ' 
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In the region of incomplete specialization we use the reciprocal demand 

expression for 8 to obtain 

12. ae 
aw = -----

( '· L\.I 

I 

. { + k.I (kc + H) (k k ) c 
I 

+ kc(k1 + P)(k1 - k) 

+ s(k_ 
.l 

k ) c (k1 - k)/(kI + W)} ~ 0 as 

k - k > 0 I c < 

< 

By differentiating Equation 6 logarithmically and using Ec.uation 5 we obtain: 

.E. dH 
H dp 

therefore 

= 

ae 
ap 

1 (kT + H)(k + f.T) ... c 

> 0, 

fk - k ) 
' I c 

> 
< 

The reciprocal demand funct~_c;n VG is graphed in Figure 1 as a positively 

sloped line in the p, m1 pLane. Sin~e the imports of country A are the 

exports of country 
n J3 

B, v'-'e · is [:;raphed in Figure 1 as a negatively sloped line 

and the intersection of the two :;:-eciprocel demands is 

Figure 1 B the uniquely det~rmined relative price, r~ deternines the wage 

interest ratio uniquely and, cc::::-respOi.J.dingly, the canital labor ratios in 

the industries as shown in Figure :c for the case kc < k1 • 

III. Comparative Stat~Analysi~ and the Patterns ?f Specialization 

If we were to consider- one of the economies in isolation we would 

generally expect accumulation to chenge the relative prices of factors and 

Roods. The cor::·espondinr; cham;e in an oper-1 econo!'ly is a shift in the reciprocal 

d d ej r j eman curve, .n~ k ] at every relative price. The direction of the shift 
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deten!line.d by the weJ.l known Rybczynski theorem. 7 Since there 

is a urdque. relatio!l between r2lat.:iv<= prices, ::-elati7e factor costs, and 

.facto~ propor~ions 1 an incre~sc in car-ital pe~ head, p constant, may only be 

·absorbed at constant factor prr,po:;:tj_cJns. In turn this implies a proportionate 

release of facto::::s from the 2.aLo..:- intensh·e industry and a combination of them 

.- vi th the new capital per. f:...:.:::G. to yield the (constant) factor proportions of 

the capital inte:..1sivr: indu..:;try. Tlie·.:e:fore pr c~pi~a production of the labor 

intensive industry falls absc~ut:?.ly, while 1>.::r capita production of the capital 

industry ris2s. Since de1nands foL· botI1 p:~odw::::c rise, due to the 

rise in iacome, there is a:~ in:::r2ase in t'.'le excess demand for labor intensive 

goods and a cor1·esponding reciprocal dec-rea.se in the excess demand for 

capital intc~sive guods, 

MathcrnP..t:!..cally t.h::!se resul:-s are obtab.ed b·· differen~iating 0 partially 

with respect to -:C" He attain: 

13, C:ise l p :::._ pmin (cempl•?.t'.' specializat:i_on in capital goods) 

' ae 
~He 

- P (l - s)fT < 0 
.L. 

14. Case 2 p • < D < r (in~o:wpl8':e SpGcialization) - m:i.n • me': 

80 ' - (._11 
~·; (k + T~/(k - ~ ') > 0 c ' I 'c' < ok~ ·- 1, > I· ·"r < ~c 

15. Case 3 p < P.- ( c0ri:·_;;J et2 sp __ e':ialization in consumP. tion goods) n.::ix 

' snf - c > 0 

The compara"t:.:."17e st~':ics r:::c;·,·}.t .)f Equ:iti.on lt; leads immediately to the 

determinatio:i of tJ.-.e re~i:J1is oi cp0~l3.lizaticn, Define the no trade locus 
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the set of pairs of capital labor ratios Hhich imply autarchy. For 

imagine that demand &nd producticn functions were exactly the same 

in two countries and that cap:!.~.J.l lc.bor ratios uere ::?.~S'.) e::2c·::~-Y. the same. 

Clearly there would be r:.o dif fer~nce in the relative prices in the two closed 

economies and thus uo incentive to tre_de. Any increase in the capital labor 

ratio in country A would shift the off er curve in the manner described by 

Equations 13-15. In r;articul:=i.r it would. raise the relative price of the labor 

intensive good at wM_ch no trad2 would occur and, as pointed out by Heckscher 

and Ohlin., would p::ovide an incentive for count:;:-y• A to export t"!-1e capital 

intensive good nt '.:he -:>ld ::.:~lativc price. To 1-rev2TI"~ t::::ade and remain on the no 

trade locus a C'.)rl.·espondinp.: incr2ase i.n J3 7 s capit.'3.l labor ratio would be 

necessary. Thus the no trac..ie :i.oc'..ls would b·~ a simple L~5 ° lin:; in the (k, kB) 

plane. Above the lcc~ .. s country 3 w0uld be •r.orc c2pital intensive than A 

and trade the capital i:itcnsive g,ooci for the labor inte:1sive good, while below 

the locus c<nuntry A would be rr.o:-P. ~api ::al intcasive and e~~port the capital 

intensive good, giving the Heckscher \lhlin result. 

As described eb0ve, the Hecksc'.1er Ohl:t:.1 theorem does not hold generally 

for all pnrts of capital 1.aho·.c rat::i_os becuure of diffe:..·e.nces in demand in 

the countries. The:cefor~ the :~s" line is n:J..!:_ :ir, gr'>neral the no trade locus: 

however it is easy to see tI:i~_t tr.e no ·;:rn.de 101"!1!8 lies wh:Jlly above or below 

the 45° l:i.ne if, Fht::n c2pitc:-l-J.abor rat:.i_0s are. th;:: same~ one country can 

always be identified a.s demant:ing capital intensive p;oods more intensely. 

This assumption sinply me~·;is that if ~ountry A has an intense demand for 

B capital intP.nsiv-e goocs·--for example s > s , k
1 

> kc ir. the Keynesian 

case--then, wi::h ic = k3 A wotrl:d export la!:;or il:tensive g'.)oc!s to get capital 
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intensive goods. Starting frorr.. the situation k = kB, Eauation 14 shows that 

continued accumulation raises country A'-s productive capacity in capital 

goods more rapidly than its consu;nption of them. Eventually country A 

would become incomplstely and finally complete:!..y sncci.".'.lizcd fn the 
8 production of capital intensive goods. Thus a positively sloped no trade 

locus exists below the 45° line and above the region of complete specialization. 9 

Below the no trade locus country A- would exnort the capital intensive good, 

above it the labor intensive good. 
AB AR 

We graph the no tr.:i<l.e locus k = Y(k) (Hhere k, k' si~nify a pair 

B of capital labor ratios whici.1 result in autarchy) fer the case s > s , 

k1 < kc as the positively sloped line OK in Figure 2, l:!in~ Hholly above the 

45° line. Th-= line OK and the 45° Hne divide the figure into three regions. 

In the fir.st region, below the t'.;5° line, country L ~-s i!lOre capital intensive 

than B. Since it has littl:; d:::rnand for consumption goods and great ability to 

produce them, it specializes in ::he capital intens:tve consumption good (perhaps 

completely) and the Heckscher Ohlin :.:heorem holds, Between the line OK and the 

45° line country A is more labor intensive the.n B. However the intensity of its 

demand for labor intensive capital goods more than offsets its relatively 

slight productive advantage and continues to force their import in exchange 

of exports of consumption goods, nullifying the ::reckscher Ohlin theorem as 

the above quotes from Ohlin point out. Finally, above the line OK, country 

A's intensity of demand =or labor intensive goods is offset by a significant 

advantage in their production~ .Q,ij;ua'ittg A to specialize~ perhaps completely, 

in the labor intensive capital good, as the theo::em wou:..d predict. 

[: 

I' 
I. :1 1:· 

·.11~ 
'I 
,I, 
Hf 
!j 
I 
I 
I 
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Dynamics and the Heckscher Ohlin Theorem (Kevnesian Saving) 

From Equation 7 and 8 our dynamic equation, expressing the growth 

rate of the capital labor ratio, is 

16. 

. ' . 
sJf

1
(kJ + H) 

kj 
- a ,..., .. 

where g is the growth rate of population. It is assumed that ~ is equal in 

the two countries to pre·::ent one. country from becoming infin:i_tely large 

9a relative to the other. 

If the countries have attained their long run equilibrium capital labor 
* Bi: ratio (k , k ), then 

17. 
* '* i' * s f I (k + H ) 

)'r; 

B 'Bi: 
S f - B* P)* l. (k- + 1T ) 

= g = 
k 

Assume s > sB but that the, difference in savings rates is not so great as 

to cause complete specialization at lon~ run equilibrium. Therefore 

* B* '* 'B* W = H , f 1 = fI by our assumption that production functions are the same in 
B* ... 

the two countries, and we may solve for k' /k
0

• 

n··· sB(kB* "· 
18. 

k •. + T·() = * ;~ -;': < 1 since 
k s(k + H ) 

* -1 + H 
B ';~ 

s k = s i' 
1 + E 

ir.rplie~ __ l > 

R·'· .u" k 

* B"''" To locate the point k , k ·· in relati.on to the no trade locus we now use 
"R A 

the function k-' = K[k]. 
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In the simple Keynesian case no trade imnlies 

f A f A 

19. sfI(k + m = fI(kI + H)(k - kc)/(kI - kc) 

' No superscripts are necessary for f I' ki, and F because lack of trade implies 

that the price ratio, p, is the same in both countries and p determines 

these variables uniquely. In fact, since these variables are the same 

in the two countries we have 

or kI 

kB 1 k + ~·J - s I 
21. = k +H k 

BI 
l· - s 

kI 

- k c 

+H 
> 1 

k < - c 
+P 

= (k - k )/s(k + B) c 

k k as > --r c < 

If investment goods are labor intensive, (k1 < kc) then s > sB imolies 

A has an intense demand for labor intensive ?,Oods. In this case, by our 

argument of Section III, or by Eauation 21 above, the no trade locus will 

lie above the 45° line as shown in Figure 2. Below the 45° line country A's 

higher capital labor ratio and its correspondinf production advantage in 

capital intensive goods will coincide with a lack of demand for them. Since 

. 10 * B* the um.que point of lon~ run equilibrium (k , k ) lies in the re~ion below 

the 45° line by Eauation 18, lonp; run growth will eventually lead to a 

situation which satisfies the Heckscher Ohlin nroposition. Of course initial 

factor endowments ni~ht yield a temnorary situation of demand reversal--for 

example (k0 , k~) could lie in the region above the 45° line and belot.;; the 
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no trade locus as shown in Figure 2. Powever in the long run the world 
·'· B·'· economies would approach the pair (k", k ")which, as shown in Figure 2, 

lies in the region in which the Heckscher Ohlin theorem holds. 

Alternatively, suppose investment goods are capital intensive 

(k > k ), a case uhich has not been r.;iven much consideration in dynamic 
I c 

trade models owing t'J the difficulty of }::::-oving a uniaue equilibrium with 

Keynesian saving. 11 Then Equation 21 and the argument of Section III imply 

that the no trade locus lies beloT·I the 45° line, as shown in Figure 3. 

* B* "R " However we !!lay determine the relation betHeen (k , k ) and k = K[k] by solving 
"B .... 

Equation 20 for k /k: 

"B sB(kB y.r\ k + 22. = .... 
k s(k + P) 

k c - " 
k 

"P "B ·' (1- ' + TT) s ·- , -1 > 
s(k + H) 

sB(kB + P) 

s(k + H) 

Equation 22 implies that although the long run eauilibrium pair of capital 
1: B~': 

labor ratios (k ·, k ) (which is shmm to be uniaue in the Appendix) and the 
* B~': no trade locus both fall below the 45° line, (k , k ) falls below the no 

trade locus. This means that country A is both canital rich and specializes 

in the.capital intensive f.Ood. Thus while :.nitial conditions might permit 
"P 

a demand reversal--(k0 , k~) m~~ht fall in the re~ion between the 45° line 

and above the no trade locus, m~aning A i~ports investment goods as sho~m -. 
in Figure 3--eventual:!.y the Hecks ch er Ohlin theorem would be verified. The 

,,. B·'· 
world economy would move toward the pair of capital labor ratios (k", k 

0

) 

which lies below the no trade locus. 

If saving rates (or cocntry sizes12) are sufficiently different to 
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cause complete specialization in at least one country, the above results 

still hold. Since the average product of capital in the economy is a 

decreasing function of the capital labor ratio13 ue knoH that in the lonr: run 

B * B * s > s implies k > k • Now if k 1 > kc (kc > k 1) and there is complete 

specialization, in one country then in the long run only country A can export 

capital (consumption) goods while only B can export consumotion (capital) 
14 goods, verifying the theoreIB once a0ain. 

V. Alternative Savin?: Behavior ... 

Instead of the simple !~eynesian saving assumption a Marxian behavioral 

equation could have been used: 

' ' s = sf1k/fI(k + W). 

Another possible behavioral assumption is the adjustnent to a rational 

~aving policy, using the constant pure rate of time preferences described by 

Stiglitz (1970). Both assumptions tie each economy to ·. ··. · .. e interest 
I.; 

rate in the long run (fIJ = 
sj 

' -' in the Marxian version, f 1J = oJ in the 

rational saving version). Unless this interest rate happens to be the same 

in the two countries, at least one and ~erhaps both of the economies must 

become 1 1 · h 1 15 comp ete y specialized in t e ong run. In the long run the country 

With the hip.her savin8 rate (lower rate~of time preference) will attain the 

lower long run interest rate. In turn this means that with s > sB or o < oB 
16 country A must specialize in capital intensive p,oods in the long run. 

Since in long run equilibrium specialization in capital intensive goods means 
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A A A A A BB EB B k = ~I k1 + (1 ~ ~I)kc > 21k1 + (1 - tI)kc = k , then country A will also have 

a higher capital labor ratio in the long run, once again verifying the 

Heckscher Ohlin theorem. 17 
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Appendix 

A Demonstration of the Uniqueness of the Two Country Equilibrium 

In the Case Hhere k1 > kc 

To prove the uniqueness of the balanced growth r;air of capital labor 
a;* a,.~ 

ratios, (k , k ) , we use the method of Oniki and Uzawa (1965), basically 

deriving the shape of the two loci of pairs of capital labor ratios which 

imply a stable value for kj(hj[ka:kB] = O) and then demonstrating that the 

intersection of ha: = 0 and h8 = 0 is stable and unique. Mathematically 

we take the to-::al derivative of h: 

dkB + ahj a: - dk = 0 a: ak 

and so 1 ve for 
; 

h..J = 0 = a: 
dk 

To obtain the total derivative we note: 

dE 
a: 

1 dh 1 1 dk 1 1 = -- -a: 
dk8 a: kI + H dp a: a: h k + T-T k k + H 

dW 

< 0 
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/ 

0: 
1 1 dh 1 = 

0: dkB k 0: +H kI +H 
h 
/ 

dp 
dk > o, dp 
dH 

. . ' 
assuming stability in the one country case (either a~ .::._ 1, or a~ .::._ f 1k1/ 

f j f I · 18 
·. f (k + H), a1 > f 1k /f1 (k + H). Consider next the set of pairs of 

I I - c c 
capital labor ratios which imply long run ea.uilibrium in country j, 

o: B Along this locus in the k , k plane 

dhj 

dkB = 0: 
dk 

dh a:-
> 0 

dhj 

lhj = 0 aks 

If the intersection of ho: = O, hB = 0 is to be unique then 

dkB 
> 

dkB 

dkjh 
0: dkjhB = 0 = 0 

aj dkj w 0: ae B VB Let = v + = 3H dw k 

-vj 
aej 
ak 

Then we obtain the condition for uniqueness 

ae 13 

as 
H 
k 

0: s 
- a a 

(kI + P)2 
~~~~~~~~~~ < 0 
(kI - kS)(kI 

0: 

- k ) 

~hich can be rewritten using the definition of aj, as 



a:( ae a: 
- v a: 

Clk 
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ae B (k H~< o +- W I an 

Using Equations 11 and 14 we obtain two terms of the form 

(k - k ) 2 
I c 

{ (kc + W) (k1 - kc) k(kI - k) + (1 - s) (kI - kc) 2 k(kI - k) 

- crikI (kc+ E) (k - kc) (k1 + F) 

2 - crckc (k1 + H) (k1 - k) 

- sH (k1 - kc) 2 (k1 - k) } < 0 

where the superscript above the capital labor ratio kj is understood to be the 

same as for v and omitted. 

Adding and subtracting vj f~ (kc + H) (k1 - kj) 2 (k1 - kc) and combining terms 

we obtain 

0vj (k1 - kj) 

{ (kc + H) (ki - k) (k1 - kc) k1 

- cr1k1 (kc + W) (k - kc) (k1 + F) 

- crckc (k1 + r7)
2 (k1 - k) 

- H(k1 - kc) 2 (k1 - k) } 

' ' The term in brackets can be shown 2_ 0 if cr c ~ f 1 (k1) /f1 (k1 + H), in other 

words if the closed economy conditions for uniqueness hold. Combining the 

first term for countries a: and B and noting k1are the same in region of 

i a:a: BB ncomplete specialization, and that 0 v = 0 v by the equality of reciprocal 

demand, we obtain: a: a: s ka: -ev (-k + k ) which is <O, if a: < 0 when --- > 1, i.e. 
;- kB < 

if the Heckscher Ohlin theorem is satisfied at the point of intersection. However 



IV demonstrates this is true in general. }foreover, since all inter-

sections must fall into the region in the (kcr:, ks) plane where the Heckscher 

Ohlin theorem is satisfied, and the intersection of the locus h~ = 0 with the 

no trade loc~s is above the intersection of the locus hS = 0 there can only 
S er: er:* B* be one intersection of h and h , (k , k ) • 

The remaining possible intersections, where one or both countries are 

completely specialized, can be cesily shown to be stable, since in these regions 

the slopes of the loci hj = 0 (dks /dkcr: are either opposite in sign or 
hj = 0 

take on the values z·:=:co or infinity, when the otht'r is positive. Since 
er:* 

> k 
< 

0 er: 

imply~< 0 and similarly for ks, kcr: = k-c:., 
ks = k-B k > 

stability is assured in these regions. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1stiglitz (1970). 

2Heckscher (1919), Ohlin (1933). 

3ohlin (1933), Valavanis-Vail (195l~), Jones (1956). 

4stiglitz (1970). 

5ohlin (1933). 

6see Johnson (1958) for a description of the iMportance of this 

assumption. The well kno~·m CES function provides the most common example 

of a production function ':·:hich may not satisfy this condition. 

6aThis formulation follows Oniki and Uzawa (1965). 

7Rybczynski (1955). 

8This paper does not attempt to define the shape of the regions of 

complete specialization. For some attemots at this difficult task see 

Oniki and Uzawa (1965), Bardhan (1966), Hanson (1967) and Stiglitz (1970). 

9The 45° line must lie between the regions of complete specialization. 

Otherwise we arrive at the contradiction: 

kB = k = k B 
(l -> 2IkI + I 

2 B) 0 ..:. 2; < 
TI. 

kc with 2 = k .. 
I 

kB k =kc< 
B (1 - .R. B) k with 0 B B = 2IkI + < 0 < .R. = __ k 

I T ~I -... 
tr = fraction of labor in investment goods production 
9aSee Bardhan (1965). 

lOS "k ( 6 ) ee Om. i and Uzawa 19 5 • 
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11Bardhan (1965), Bardhan (1966) and Stiglitz (1970) deal with ~farxian 

and Uzawa (1965) with Keynesian saving and the case kc > k1 • 

12see Hanson (1967) and Stiglitz (1970) p. 471 for a discussion of 

role of relative size. 

' ' ac ~ f 1k1/f1 Ck1 + H) or ac ~ 1. 

14 To prove this result we assume the converse and demonstrate a con-

If ue have long run equilibrium and k 1 > I~ c, then assuming the 

reverse gives B specialized completely in capital goods, A incompletely or 

completely specialized in consumption goods or B incompletely specialized 

·in capital goods, A completely specialized in consumption goods, i.e. 

0 = .Q,B 0 < .Q, < 1 c' c 

0 < .Q,B < 1, 1 = Q, 
c c 

Alternatively, if k > k!' then 1 = .Q,B 0 < Q, < 1 c c' c 

0 < .Q, < 1, 0 = Q, c c 

However this result contradicts the renuirement for long run equilibrium 

that k* > kB* • Th f t . d th t t ere_ore we see our assump :ton ~·ras wrong an a coun ry 

A must be the exporter of canital intensive goods in lon~run equilibrium 

Vi.th one of the countries completely s~ecialized. 
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15This result also assumes the existence of a unique equilibrium. See 

J'. stiglitz (1970) for the conditions, assumed throughout Section V. 

16otherwise we have kI > kc A exporting consumption goods, completely 

specialized or incompletely specialized with B completely specialized 
'B 'B 

pf c < f I < f 'A < f I ' A . . 1 d ':R -r P c. <r < t< c exporting capita goo s etc. pf c ~ < 

'B 'A f < fr • I -
A. r. However with sL > s·- these ineaualities mean that long run 

equilibrium cannot be attained in both countries. Thus A Must be specialized 

in capital intensive goods in the long run. 

17 Two other assu~nptions on savin~-investme!1t behavior also deserve brief 

mention: Rica!'dian saving and rational savinp: with a non-constant rate of 

time preference. He shall consider only the case of incomplete long run 

specialization. 

Ricardian saving may be interpreted as a saving function of the Marxian 

* B* Eowever in the for!'ler case, k , k- occurring 

in the region of incomplete specialization is not uniaue. To see this we note 

that all capital la.bor ratios which satisfy kB = C + -kV /VB will yield the 

same world capital to labor ratio, the same rvage rentals ratio, and the same 

interest rate (Hanson 1967). Some of the multiple eauilibria may obviously 

lie in the region of demand reversal, 
. . ' 

In the case of sJ = s (kJ] s < 0 the long run ec_uilibrium is uniaue. -· 

Assuming s [k = k3 ] < sB [k!3 = kj means country A imports (ex-ports) capital 

goods along the 45° line. Sin~e lon~ run enuilibrium with incomplete 

specialization requires s = g/~T B - s this nieans 3sk 
aks = es:k > e5 B:kB and long 

< .L 
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(above) the 45° line. Now k1 < kc means that the 

· area below (above) the 45° line is a region in-which country A imports (exports) 

capital goods since it has little (great) ability to produce them and great 

(little) demand. Thus the Heckscher Ohlin theorem is satisfied since country A 

* B* (exports) capital goods and k > k • For the case in r·1hich 
< 

> k the no trade locus lies above (below) the point where s [k] = sB [kB] c 
by the argument of Section IV. 

Hith rational savinp.; oj = oj [yj), t) < 0 we note that in long run 

incompletely specialized equilibrium c = aB. .,.. B'" 
Assuming k

0 

> k we find 
-B B s = s = s > s for the set of capital labor ratios which keep y constant. 

Therefore the arguments o~ Secdon IV hold along the locus of pairs of 

capital labor ratios keeping y constant, ape.in •.rerifying the theorem. 

18sato (1969), Hanson (1970). 
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